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The kangaroo court at the Hague, East River (UN) 
censure, & the new international criminal court 

(ICC), the first two belong to the host (USA), while U.S. never joined the ICC (?)!… 
 

Sudanese President, Omar Hassan al-Bashir was just indicted by ICC for 
genocide in Darfur over 300,000 deaths committed by his troops? Which is not to 
be glossed over or ignored lightly, except for other living and "legitimized" heads 

of state that have and keep committing much more vile crimes against humanity! 
  

While no one has the guts to deliver the culprit, George Bush Sr, much less Bush Jr. who's deep 
into blood and genocide over his head – Iraq and Afghanistan, god only knows why unless it's 
built-in aggression, deviance and greed against weak foreign nations, where petroleum should 
have come free but it had a price: opposition, whatever the label applied, is at war with the United 
States for its illegal conquest! 
  

The first one (father) killed, according to Humanitarian and Refugee organizations, over 420,000 
children in the 1991 Iraqi War, caused by bombing, lack of baby food, medicine and the like... 
Other figures are irrelevant at the moment—the grownups, elderly, troops et al killed by the Allied 
invasion after the Kuwait putsch... Maybe, just maybe, Iraq had as much right to Kuwait takeover 
as United Kingdom had to create Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Jordon and most of the emirates back in the 
1920s, mind you, by a stroke of the pen, appointing bunch of desert rats (really sergeants or 
corporals in the British Army) as kings and puppet rulers of the just emerging petroleum states. 
  

In the ongoing war in Iraq, the war for Iraqi light petroleum, which belonged to the sovereign state 
run by Saddam Hussein, who was hung by Bush Jr and Tony Blair, for WMD weapons, yet he 
didn't even have a slingshot, while those two heads of state still walk about free, proselytizing 
democracy around the planetary meridians, which they still claim (the Anglo-Saxon, the Barbarian 
from Bangladesh), that its Ruling Elite still has a chance to take over the world at large? Again, 
precarious geopolitical decisions “for profit”, including Iran, which was dismantled in 1953, 
because the democratically elected President Mossadegh had nationalized British Petroleum Co. 
  

Never-ever...the formula has changed...the weak & the meek of this world have just been hit by 
the financial meltdown caused by the aggrandizing, dominating, aggressive and totalitarian 
Washington and London empire-builders, committed mostly by the wayward, abrasive, ruthless, 
murdering American Ruling Establishment... Empire-building was bankrupt by the Mother Lode – 
UK – in 1949, while American attempts at the same just died on the parapets of the financial 
meltdown caused by its inept and greedy bureaucracy, conducted through worldwide robbery of 
national and sovereign treasuries, absconded with by hook and crook by the ruling elite. 
  

Who in God's 'ell is going to try the Sudanese Prez? The Kangaroo Court in the Hague, which the 
late Prez Ronald Reagan declared null and void, i.e. the Legal Team in the White House said: it 
had no mandate! He refused to honor its subpoena to appear before the court over the Contras-
Nicaragua committed crimes by his own NSC and Cabinet! Still, victims vanquish at the Hague! 
  

Is there anyone out there in the community of nations who has any sense of reality, justice, and 
truth, to raise the first powerful voice against this Yankee-Limey outright crimes against 
Humanity? How long will those two elites continue with their manipulating, totalitarian and 
aggressive games, with all those "killing fields" still continuing as I write these lines? 
  

The late British playwright and Nobel laureate, Harold Pinter, warned: 
  

"The crimes of the United States throughout the world have been systematic, remorseless, and 
fully documented but no one talks about them. Nobody ever has. It must be said that, since the 
absolute necessity of economic control is at the bottom of all this, innocent bystanders who 
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happen to raise their voices must be kicked in the teeth." The gifted late playwright went on to 
conclude: 

 

"The general feeling these days is 'It's all in the past, nobody interested anymore, stop being 
naive'.” But let me put it this way: "The dead are still looking at us, waiting for us to acknowledge 
our past in their murder." Harold Pinter, "America the Hun," Z Magazine (Woods Hole, Mss, USA, 
February 1997. See also Utne Reader (July-August 1997). 
 
Almost a decade ago I wrote the following in my Dominance volume: 
 

"If Protestant Christianity is worth the paper it's written on, and the alienated, lethargic or misled 
plebiscite is still sufficiently conscious to read these and similar lines of critique of the political 
system aloft, honest enough to look the truth in the face, and think about the 'endangered' future 
of the day, let alone where our children and grandchildren might wind-up tomorrow:  In the Penal 
Landscape society created in the TV romper rooms, and the streets you drive on...to the poling 
precinct booths you can hardly affect with your vote; then these angry words I have not been in 
vain... Think about all the streets and bridges crossed by children and grand-children of others, 
out here in the real world, violated daily by the behavior of our American political and military elite, 
the murder on the ground, from the air and on the streets of this world. Worldwide citizenry is no 
longer safe to live peacefully in its urban or rural communities because of the omnipresent 
American threat, everywhere; we affect foreign poles, bank accounts, employment rosters, 
business ledgers and travel documents: We have become the policeman of the world!" [See my 
Dominance, ed... (Hong Kong: Century 21 Publishers, 2000), p. 140; on the same page are both 
playwright Pinter's quotes.] 
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UN Security Council chamber on East River, New York City; empty…bereft of any autonomy whatsoever, passing judgment on 

albeit wild African presidents, but  not a single word about much more older and severe criminality committed by the 
host – good ol' USofA: the 222-year old prairie nation-state still in diapers relatively speaking vis a vis 5 millennia 
old Babylonia (Iraq), it has whimsically killed in the Korean War almost 1 million people; 2 million Vietnamese; 1 

million Cambodians; perhaps 86,000 Serbs in the 1999 bombings; 420,000 Iraqi children in the First Gulf War – 1991; and, who 
knows (no real figures are kept, secreted for reasons of American National Security), over 1,200,000 Iraqis killed and 2 million 
displaced in the 2002-2009 ongoing War for profit (light petroleum); 280,000 Afghans in the 2002-2009 ongoing War against the 
Taliban opposition to American aggressive, 'usurpive' power; and, on down the line… Still no genocide charges? No wonder the UN 
Chamber is empty – the host is out too busy making war abroad for profit, against the weak & meek of this world – USA. 
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